It is pleasing to see that the 25th Anniversary of IJAIED also brings a certain maturity to the field. In the last 5 years there have been a number useful and positive analyses of the effectiveness of AIED systems designed to tutor one-to-one. For example, VanLehn (2011) found that the effectiveness of the Bstep-based^intelligent tutoring systems he surveyed were nearly as effective as average human tutors, and that neither of these were as effective as expert human tutors, but certainly both better than providing the domain content without tutoring. BStep-based^means that the tutor evaluates and reacts to each step that the learner makes in a problem-solving session as opposed to evaluating only the final answer given by the learner.
was not strongly controlled. While not specifically addressing ITS effectiveness, Schroeder et al. (2013) found that online pedagogical agents Bproduced a small but significant effect on learning^.
